LITTLE BOW RESORT CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION
CONDOMINIUM CORPORATION NO. 931 1680
July 27, 2010
TO:

Little Bow Resort Owners

FROM:

External Relations Committee, Little Bow Resort

PAVEMENT ON HIGHWAY #529

In the January newsletter, we mentioned that the Province was very close to adding Highway #529 to
the 3 year plan for pavement. In May the Province changed their minds and decided not to do this.
They also approached the County and asked them to pay for 50% of the Lignosulfate which the County
did not have in the budget. Instead the County elected to attempt to hold the Province at their word.
The County and Little Bow resort have now joined forces against the Province. They would like each of
the owners of Little Bow to write a letter to the Province insisting that they keep their promise. Attached
to this newsletter is a letter that was written by the External Relations Committee, Little Bow Resort to
the Province. Please feel free to use as a template. With the Wildrose Alliance quickly gaining speed,
the Province is very concerned about where their core support is in the Province, specifically Calgary &
Lethbridge. If you live in these areas, please use this to your advantage. The intent is to get the
ENTIRE #529 paved so if you are from Lethbridge or travel from the East side of the unpaved #529,
please ensure you specifically mention this. If you are a fulltime owner, please also indicate the driving
conditions in winter & rain. Remember to include other information such as the amount that you pay for
taxes to own both your lake house as well as your city house. 50% of these funds go to the Province.
We were successful with 60 letters to the County to have taxes lowered. If we can get as many or
more letters to the Province we are confident that we will be successful as well.
Please send your letter to the Minister of Transportation, Luke Oulette and cc County as well as the
Little Bow Board if possible so that the County and the Board can follow up and ensure your letter is
heard.
In addition to a letter writing campaign, we have launched an official Provincial Petition that we are
getting everyone in the County to sign. If you would be willing to sign the petition, please see one of
the full timers listed below. You can see anyone that you are familiar with but the following fulltimers
will be canvassing these areas during the long weekend. Vivian & Harvey Hillaby - Vista Height &
Wildrose Way or Drive (Unit # 103), Elfie Hall - Phase 1 (Unit # 614), Heather Girvitz - Phase 2 (Unit #
631), Doug & Brenda Evans - Phase 3A (Unit # 448), Linda Foote - Phase 3B (Unit # 475). As of this
writing there are over 100 signatures.
We will never have a better opportunity to have this highway paved. Please act and help us get this
done.
Email Addresses to send your letter
To :

Minister Luke Ouellette (infras-trans.minister@gov.ab.ca)

CC :

Derrick Annable (division1@vulcan.ca)
MLA Barry McFarland (Little.Bow@assembly.ab.ca)

BCC : Larry Baran (cao@vulcancounty.ab.ca)
Jon Hodal (jhodal@shaw.ca)
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